Metronic 8 inch Impulse Bag Sealer Poly Bag Heat Sealer Sealing
Machine Heat Seal Closer with Repair Kit Review-2021

TABLETOP IMPULSE HEAT SEALER - *Important Notice: The light only turns on and the sealer is
activated when the handle is pressed down!* The Metronic tabletop impulse sealer, quickly seals
different types of plastic packaging. The impulse heat sealer melts one layer of plastic to another,
creating a strong permanent seal that can only be broken by cutting or ripping it open. Make sealing
poly bags a quick and easy process! Set includes 2 replacement heating elements and fuse.
SAFE AND EASY TO USE - Metronic impulse sealers are safe and easy to use. The heating
element in the impulse sealer is not constantly heated. Once pressure is applied to the sealing arm,
the heat sealer quickly seals the material and creates a seal. The light will turn on when the sealer is
activated, and will turn off once sealing is completed. Use the appropriate heat setting for your
material. Heat sealed bags make sure that your products are airtight, water resistant, and
tamper-proof.
NO WARMUP TIME NEEDED - No warmup or cooldown time needed, safe and simple to use.
Impulse sealers are very convenient and safe because they can be immediately used, and the
chance of being burned is minimal. An impulse sealer can save your business time and money. The
impulse sealer will only apply heat whenever the arm is down and in contact with the material and
base. This means a safer work environment and the ability to seal packages quickly for shipping or
storage.
ADJUSTABLE TIMER SETTING - Adjustable heat settings for the different materials being used.
For most applications, using the impulse heat sealer at heat setting of 3 is sufficient. However,
different temperature settings will be more suitable for certain materials of a higher or lower melting
point or thickness. The adjustable timer makes it easy to seal a variety of packaging.
QUALITY AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEE - At Jiaro International, we are deeply committed to
providing a superior shopping experience to our customers. Every product comes with a 100%
satisfaction guarantee. If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you
may return for a refund or exchange. Our professional customer service representatives are ready to
assist you with any questions you may have.Package Contents:
Impulse heat sealer x1 Extra sealing elements x2 Instruction manual x1
Time control panel designed temperature adjustment knob have 8 stalls to meet the needs of
different materialsHigh quality electric heating wire and high temperature resistant cloth enable to
heat your poly bags effectively and seals better Impulse Bag Sealer is necessary help in every case,
when there is anything to be packed or bags to be sealed. With its adjustable timer, it will reach
different plastic needs. The desktop machine will be able to produce adequate heat to effectively
melt the plastic material on the bag for optimum sealing.
Instantly use: No warm up time needed. Adjustable timer creates perfect seals for varying bag
thicknesses.Max seal thickness:10 mils.Extra Durable Impulse Sealer Machine: Upgrade Pure
copper transformer make sure this tabletop heat implse sealer working life is double longer than
normal sealing machine.Products in Wide range of usesThis item is perfect seals for Kel-F, Mylar,
Polyflex, P.V.A.,Pliofilm, Tivac, Saran and all other heat sealable material bags.Built-in fuse for safe
using, ideal for household, retail, produce, grocery Stores, and industrial sealing.Â ance with the
German export standards, with a certain quality superiority.
8 inch Impulse Bag Sealer NOTE
Level 3 is enough for most applications.The red light is not predictable when plug into the power. It
is only predictable when keep the handle pressed down on bottom. This is a protection for sealer or
it will burn out after several uses. When seal is done, the red light will go off. Keep the handle
pressed down for a few seconds to get optimal results. Keep the sealer's surface clean to avoid the
oxidation of the residue which will reduce the life of the heat sealing strip.Do not use wet cloth to
clean the surface of heat sealing strip.
Specification:
- 8 inch
- Impulse power: 300W
- Voltage: 110V
- Heat Time: 0.2 - 1.5s
- Sealing length: 200mm

- Sealing width: 2mm
- Max sealing thickness: 10mil
- Machine Weight: 6.3 lbs Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

